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Algebra grammars 
RADIM BĚLOHLÁVEK 
A b s t r a c t . We introduce a new way to describe formal languages. Algebra grammar is 
a generalization of categorial grammar introduced in [1]. It is shown that both regular 
and context free languages can be represented by certain types of algebra grammars. 
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t Classif ication: 
T h e aim of this short paper is to show a new way to describe formal languages. 
Formal languages have been studied by many authors . In [1], the authors proposed 
the so called categorial grammars which have applications in s tudy of n a t u r a l lan­
guages. Categorial g r a m m a r s are based on the concept of category which can be 
considered as a syntact ical p a r t of a sentence. It is proved t h a t every catego­
rial g r a m m a r represents a context free formal language and, on the other h a n d , 
every context free formal language can be represented by appropr ia te categorial 
g r a m m a r . 
Let us recall some basic concepts. Let (T(X)} F) denote the term algebra of type 
F over a countable set X of variables. An identity over type F is the expression of 
the form p w q where p, q £ T(X) for some X. A variety V of type F is a non-void 
class of all algebras of type F which satisfy a given set of identi t ies . The fact t ha t 
a variety V satisfies (i.e. each of its members satisfies) the identi ty I is denoted 
by V |= I. A language L over an a lphabet E is an arbi trary subset of the set of all 
strings over E, i.e. L C E*. Let e denote the empty string. 
We are ready to int roduce algebra g r a m m a r s . 
D e f i n i t i o n . An algebra grammar is an ordered 7-tupple 
AG = (E,P}V,F'yo98,c) 
where 
• E is a finite a lphabet . 
• P is a finite set of pr imit ive categories 
• V is a variety of algebras of type F, F O P = 0 
• F'CF 
• o G F is an associative binary operat ional symbol, i.e. V |= ao(boc) w (aob)oc 
• s is an element of P U Fo, where F0 is the set of all miliary opera t ional 
symbols of F. 
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• c is a function which assigns to each a E E a finite subset of the support of 
(T(P),F ' ) . 
Elements of the support of (T(P), F') are called categories. 
Definition. A language represented by an algebra grammar 
AQ = (E, P, V, F', o, .9, c) is the set 
L(AQ) = {aia 2 . . . a n E E*;3p; E c(ai),i = 1,. . . ,n : V ^ pi o p2 o .. . o pn & s}. 
In other words, a\a2 . . . anE L(V) if and only if we can find appropriate categories 
Pi (assigned to a2 by the function c) such that we can reduce the product of pi's 
to the category s by the "rules of computation" of variety V. 
E x a m p l e . Let V be the variety of all groups, F = {o, _ 1 ,e}, F' = { _ 1,e}, 
E = {0, 1}, s = e, P = {z}, c(0) = x, c(l) = x " 1 . Then L(.4</) is the set of all 
strings over {0,1} which have the same number of 0's and Vs. 
P r o p o s i t i o n . Let AGi = (E, P. Vi, F', o, s, cx), AQ2 = (E, P, V2, F', o, s, c2) 6e 
two algebra grajmnars, V\ C V2, c\(a) D c2(a) for each a E E. Tben L(AQi) D 
I ( ^ 2 ) . 
P R O O F : The proof follows immediately from the fact that if Vi C V2 then V2 \= I 
implies Vi (= 1 for each identity I. • 
Definition. A class C of languages is representable by (V, F1) where V is a variety 
of type F, F' C F, if the following assertions are equivalent : 
• LeC,e£L 
• L = L(^4^) for some algebra grammar .y4£/ = (E, P, V, F', o, s, c). 
Let Fr = {>, o, 5, l} where both > and o are binary and s, t are miliary. Let 1Z£Q 
be the variety of all algebras of type Fr satisfying the following indentities 
X o (y o z) W (x o y) o z 
(x > y) o (y > z) Pd (x > z) 
s>t « s . 
Theorem 1. Tbe cla55 Of all regular languages is representable by (7Z£Q, {>, s, r}). 
PROOF: (1) Let L be a regular language represented by the regular grammar 
G = (N, E , P , 5), e £ L. Rewriting rules of G are of the form A —> a P or 
A —> a where A, P E N and a E E. Consider the algebra grammar .4(7 = 
(E, N,1Z£Q, {>, .s,l}, o, s, c) where 
c(a) = {s>A;S->aA E H}U{A>H; A -> aB E P} U 
{A > l; A -> a E R} U {s > l; S -> a E P} 
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Let a i a 2 . . . a n G L(G). For n = 1, we have S -> ax G R thus s>t e c(a\). 
Because of V \= (s > t) « s, we have ai G L(„4£). If n ) l , there are S —> a i A i , 
Ai -> a 2 A 2 , . . . , A n _ i -> an £ R. Bu t then s > A\ G c (a i ) , A! > A2 G c (a 2 ) , . . . , 
An_i >t G c ( a n ) . We can easily see t ha t the identity 
(s> A\) o (A\ > A2) o . . .o (An-\ >t) & s 
holds in 1Z£Q. Thus a i a 2 . . . a n € L(AQ), L(G) C L ( .4£ ) . 
Let a i a 2 . . . a n G L(*4£). For n = 1, there must be s > t G c(ai) thus 5 —> ai G It 
and ai G L(G). For n ) l , there mus t be s > A\ G c (a i ) , A\ > A2 G c ( a 2 ) , . . . , 
A.n_i>l G c(an) which implies the existence of the rules S —> a i A i , Ai —> a 2 A 2 , . . ., 
A n _ i —> a n , so a\a2...an G L(G), L(AQ) C L(G) . We have proved tha t L is 
represented by AQ. 
(2) Let . 4 5 = (E, P , 7£££, {>, s , l } , o , s , c) be an algebra g r a m m a r . The case 
L(-4<?) = 0 is trivial. Let N' = {p; p>g G c(a) or q>p G c(a) for some a G E } U { s } . 
Evidently, the relat ion £ on N' defined by (p, g) G £ if and only if 1Z£Q \= p & q 
is an equivalence. P u t N = N'/£ and for p E N' denote [p] the equivalence-class 
containing p. Consider the regular g r a m m a r G = (N, E, It, [s]) where 
R = { H -> a M ; P ^ ? € c (a )}U{[p] - > a ; p > ! : G c(a)} U 
{[s] —> a; there is p G c(a) such tha t 7££(/ |= p « s} U 
{[s] -> a[t]; se c(a)}. 
Let a i a 2 . . . a n G L(G). Denote ro = s. Then there are [ro] —> a i [ r i ] , [rj] —> 
a 2 [ r 2 ] , . • • [ r n _i ] -+ an e R. If [rt-_i] -> a{[ri] / [s] -> a,[l] for some i = 1, . . ., n - 1 
then there is p2- = r{_ x > r- G c(ai) such t ha t the identities ri^\ « rJ_-_ and 
ri « r?' hold in 7££C/. For [r,-_i] —> ai[ri] = [s] -> a2-[/] there is pt- G c(a,-) such 
tha t 7c££ \= Pi « 5. If [ r n _i ] 7- [5] then there is p n = r n - 1 > l G c (a n ) such 
tha t 7£££? N r n ~ i ^ r n - i - If [ r n- i ] = [s] then there is p n G c(an) such tha t 
7£££/ |= p n « s. Denote pj- = s > t if 7£££/ |= p n ^ 5 and pj = pi otherwise, 
i = 1, . . . , n. Clearly Pi o p 2 o . . . o p n ^ 5 and pi « ; • for i = 1, • • •, n hold in 7££(/ 
which proves a i a 2 . . . a n G L(.y4£?). 
Let a x a 2 . . . a n G L( .4( / ) . There are p{ G c(a ?) , i = 1 , . . . , n, such t ha t p x o . . . o 
pn & s holds in 7££t7. Denote p- = p?- for p7; = p > g for some p, g, pj = s > t for 
Pi = 5. Then Pi o . . . o p n « px o . . . o p n holds in 7£££/. Denote p- = r z > r - . Because 
of p'x o . . . o p n « s, the identities r\ & s, r- « r,-+i (for i = 1, . . . , n — 1), r n « £ 
hold in 7££(?. By definition of R, there are [n ] -» a j r ' j , . . . , [rn] -± an e R. But 
[n ] = [5] and [r-] = [r,-+i] for i = 1 , . . . , n - 1, thus axa2 .. .an G L(G). We have 
proved L(AQ) = L(G). T h e proof is complete. D 
Let Fcj = { / , \ , o } where each of Fcf is binary. Let CF be the variety of all 
algebras of type Fcj satisfying 
x o (y o z) « (x o y) o z 
x o (x\y) w y 
(yox)/x « y • 
T h e o r e m 2. The class of all context free languages is representable by 
( C ^ , { / , \ } ) -
P R O O F : It is evident t ha t a language L is representable by some algebra gram-
mar ( E , P , C F , { / , \ } , o , B , c > , s e F , if and only if it is determined by the bidi-
rectional categorial g r a m m a r (see [1]) ( £ , C o i , s, c) where Cat is the suppor t of 
( T ( P ) , {/, \}>. Following [1], a language L is context free if and only if it is deter-
mined by some bidirectional category g r a m m a r which completes our proof. 
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